The past decade has seen the steady growth of the coupling of the computer and communications. In the eighties, technology will offer the potential for new and spectacular advances through the availability of communications systems whose data rates will not constrain computer communications. New approaches to computer system architecture and data network designs will become possible. New techniques for data storage, retrieval, and distribution will lead to new applications; coast-to-coast and intercontinental load sharing will become commonplace.

**SEND YOUR DIGEST NOW.** Assure your contribution to this technological growth. COMPCON offers you a platform for YOUR ideas and a chance to interact with your colleagues and the leaders of your field.

**COMPCON 78 FALL** will present a broad spectrum of papers and panels covering this exciting and expanding area of computer science and technology and is seeking quality papers in the areas listed.

**GENERAL CHAIRPERSON:** Kenneth H. Crandall, Jr.

**PROGRAM CHAIRPERSON:** Marshall D. Abrams
"SHORT NOTES" GIVE YOU A FORUM:
New work or applications may be presented (without publication) in the "Short Notes" section, a traditional COMPCON feature. These presentations are restricted to five minutes each and discussion is encouraged following each presentation. No sales pitches for products, please. Submit your 250-word summary together with your name and affiliation by August 1, 1978.

PANEL SESSIONS:
COMPCON 78 Fall will present several panel sessions covering a wide range of interest. The COMPCON Program Committee welcomes suggestions for topics and participants in these panels. Please submit your suggestions by April 15, 1978.

OUTSTANDING PAPER AWARD:
Members of the Program Committee will judge all papers and for those deemed to be outstanding contributions, a certificate will be awarded. In accordance with standing COMPCON policy, exceptional papers not directly related to the Conference theme are also solicited.

HERE'S HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR PAPER:
1. Please forward an informal digest (4 copies) of approximately 1,000 words by April 1, 1978.
2. Upon notice of the selection of your paper, around May 1, 1978, prepare your formal camera-ready digest.
3. Submit papers to:
   Marshall D. Abrams
   National Bureau of Standards
   Technology A229
   Washington, D.C. 20234

MAIL TO:
COMPCON Fall 78 Conference
P.O. Box 639
Silver Spring, MD 20901

☐ I intend to submit an abstract for COMPCON Fall 78.

Title: ____________________________
______________________________
______________________________

☐ Please include my name for further information on COMPCON Fall 78.

NAME ___________________________
ORGANIZATION ___________________
ADDRESS ________________________
CITY ____________________________ STATE ___________ ZIP ___________